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ABSTRACT 
 

The paper considers the challenges involved in measuring the similarities between time series, such as time shifts and the mixture of 
frequencies. To improve recognition accuracy, we investigate an improved linear dynamical system for discovering prominent 
features by exploiting the evolving dynamics and correlations in a time series, as the quality of unsupervised pattern recognition 
relies strongly on the extracted features. The proposed approach yields a set of compact extracted features that boosts the accuracy 
and reliability of clustering for time series data. Experimental evaluations are carried out on time series applications from the 
scientific, socio-economic, and business domains. The results show that our method exhibits improved clustering performance 
compared to conventional methods. In addition, the computation time of the proposed approach increases linearly with the length of 
the time series.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

 Unsupervised pattern recognition of time series has been 
utilized in numerous applications in fields such as 
bioinformatics [1-3], science [4], socio-economics [5] and 
business [6] and so on. Normally, the characteristics of time 
series are formed by high dimensionality and correlations 
among features [7] [8]. To have an efficiency of unsupervised 
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time series recognition, a very important processing step is to 
identify compact features extracted from co-evolving time 
series. This step can be used to not only convert a series of 
original values to more meaningful information, such as more 
understandable and interpretable information, but it also can 
lead time series to a lower dimensionality with the most 
relevant features. In other words, feature extraction can directly 
describe time series representation since suitable representation 
reduces feature space. This provides highly efficient features 
for knowledge discovery, which help so that they help to 
improve performance as well as the speed of the mining 
algorithm.  

http://dx.doi.org/10.5392/IJoC.2013.10.1.047 
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Many feature extraction approaches have been proposed 
for time series recognition such as Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA) and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [9]-
[11], Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) [12], [13], Linear 
Dynamical System (LDS), known as Kalman Filters (KF) [14]-
[16], AutoRegression Moving Average (ARMA) [17]-[19]. 
However, these approaches do not enable compact features that 
are easy to interpret. Thus, applying clustering methodology 
with these feature extraction approaches show poor 
performance. Specifically, PCA and SVD are powerful tools to 
discover linear correlations across a time series. They 
effectively give the optimal low-rank approximation of the 
dataset by removing the variables with lower energy [11]. 
However, PCA and SVD ignore time-evolving patterns since 
their characteristics are not designed for tracking the ordering 
of the rows or the columns. Moreover, with PCA and SVD, the 
projection of the time series into low-dimensional principal 
components is not easy to interpret, and they do not clearly 
exhibit the characteristic of each pattern.  

DFT is proposed to capture frequencies in a single time 
sequence. However, DFT lacks the dynamics, hence, clustering 
based on Fourier coefficients is unsuitable for data which 
include time-evolving patterns. The Linear Dynamical System, 
known as Kalman Filters, has been commonly used for time 
series analysis because of its simple implementation and 
extensibility [14]-[16]. Kalman Filter can capture correlations 
among time series and learn their evolving dynamics. However, 
the time shift effects, which are temporal gaps between two 
time series, cannot be handled. The representations of the 
extracted features by Kalman Filter are not also clear. The 
resulting model parameters thus lead to poor clustering 
performance.  

Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) can handle time shifts 
across the sequences. However, this approach ignores temporal 
dynamics. AutoRegression Moving Average (ARMA) is also a 
method for feature extraction. However, ARMA parameters do 
not provide a reliability since different sets of parameters can 
be obtained even from time series with similar structure.  

In this paper, an improved linear dynamical system (LDS) 
for interpretability of prominent extracted features is applied in 
order to handle the challenges of time series, such as time shift 
effect and frequencies mixtures. Time shift effect or phase shift 
indicates temporal gaps between two time series. In other 
words, two time series have same frequency but different phase 
lags. The proposed method demonstrates the group of extracted 
features which obtains the same period with different lags and 
lightly amplitudes. Frequencies mixtures denote that time series 
often obey several periodicities which refer to combine 
different frequencies. The proposed method expects to identify 
periodic patterns and group them into one cluster.  

The proposed feature extraction approach exploits two key 
characteristics of time series: correlation and dynamics. 
Correlation discovers the relationship between time series, 
while dynamic property discovers the temporal moving trend of 
time series by automatically identifying several hidden 
variables.      

The contribution of the study is threefold. First, the 
proposed method can identify useful and understandable 
features that expected to have distinct characteristics of 

different clusters. Second, the paper demonstrates the clustering 
accuracy and reliability of time series using k-means algorithm 
in a variety of domains that use real time series datasets, such 
as science, socio-economics, and business. Third, the execution 
time aspect is investigated since its computational complexity 
is significant with the linear scale-up in the duration of the time 
sequences. 

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. 
Section 2 illustrates the proposed method setup for feature 
extraction. The experimental time series dataset is given in 
Section 3. In Section 4, empirical evaluations were conducted 
to assess the effectiveness of the proposed feature extraction 
method in clustering multiple time series. 
 
 

2. PROPOSED METHOD 
 

This section illustrates how to achieve the interpretability 
of extracted features using the proposed method from the time 
sequence in order to improve clustering quality. The given time 
series is denoted as a matrix  by m sequences with 
duration T. 

The proposed feature extraction method of the improved 
LDS includes four steps: (1) learning hidden variables using 
LDS, (2) calculating the Eigen-decomposition on transition 
matrix F to find the canonical form of hidden variables, which 
helps to find frequency combinations and determine the mixing 
weight of the frequency combinations, (3) measuring the 
magnitude of the frequency combination mixing matrix to 
eliminate phase shift, and (4) using SVD to combine the 
frequencies. The detail of the method is described as following: 

 
2.1 Learning hidden variables based on Linear Dynamical 
System  
 

Linear Dynamical System (LDS) has been used to model 
multi-dimensional time series data. LDS for multi-dimensional 
time sequence is modeled by following mathematical equations 
(1) – (3) with the parameters { }RQQzGF ,,,,, 00=θ  .  

 

001 ω+= zz                                 (1) 

nnn Fzz ω+=+1                             (2) 

nnn Gzx ε+=                               (3) 

 

Where vector ,  imply observed data sequences and 
hidden variable at time n, respectively. The vector  is initial 
state of hidden variable for the whole model. F is a transition 
matrix which relates to the transition of the state from the 
current time tick to the next time tick with noise . While 
G is the observation projection with noise nε . All noise 

,  and )...1( Tii =ε  are multivariate Gaussian noises 

with the following distribution with covariance matrix ,  
and R, respectively. In LDS model, the expectation 
maximization (EM) algorithm is utilized to learn the 
component parameter models and estimate hidden variables. 
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The goal of EM is to maximize the expected log-likelihood of 
the given observation sequences. Specifically, the E step, it 
estimates the posterior distribution of the hidden variables 
conditioned on the data sequence with fixed model parameters; 
in the M step, it then updates the model parameters by 
maximizing the likelihood using some sufficient statistics from 
the posterior distribution [11], [20]-[24].  

In this step, LDS learns the hidden dynamics, capturing 
the series of hidden variables that are evolving according to the 
linear transformation F. The hidden variables are linearly 
transformed to the observed numerical sequences [11], [21]. 
This implies that the series of hidden variables, , is evolving 
over time ticks with linear transition matrix F. Also, the 
observed data sequences, , are generated from these series of 
hidden variables with a linear output projection matrix G [21]. 
Each row of output matrix G corresponds to one sequence and 
therefore, can be used as feature in clustering step. 
 
2.2 Finding canonical forms of hidden variables 
 

 The canonical form of hidden variables, which are 
achieved from the LDS system, is identified in this step. Each 
row of output transition matrix F of the LDS does not present 
distinct characteristics of the corresponding series, the rows 
need to be made compact and uniquely identified. We examine 
this further expecting to discover deeper hidden patterns for 
each sequence of LDS by determining the straight forward 
transition matrix F and output projection matrix G. Equation (2) 
represents the hidden variables depending on the eigenvalues of 
the transition matrix F [14]. These eigenvalues can capture the 
amplitude and frequencies of the underlying signals of hidden 
variables. As a result, normalizing the transition matrix F can 
directly reveal the amplitude, frequency, and mixture of the 
given set of sequences.  

In this paper we applied an improved LDS which uses 
eigen-decomposition on transition matrix F in order to find 
frequency combinations as well as the mixing weight of 
frequency combinations. The eigen decomposition corresponds 
to the diagonal matrix Λ  of eigen-dynamics and eigenvector 
(V) of F as follows; 

 
Λ                   (4)  

 
The output projection matrix G of LDS illustrates how the 

hidden variables are translated into observation sequences with 
linear combinations. Therefore, G matrix needs to be 
compensated to achieve the frequency combination mixing 
matrix Gh in order to obtain the same observation sequences 
from eigen-dynamics as those of the transition matrix. 

 
·                (5) 

 
The canonical hidden variables will be: 
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V contains conjugate pairs of columns corresponding to 
the conjugate pairs of eigenvalues in Λ . Therefore, the 
frequency combination mixing matrix Gh must contains 
conjugate pair of columns corresponding to the conjugate pairs 
of the eigenvalues in Λ . 
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From the equations (8) and (9), we obtain all hidden 

variables zn, the canonical hidden variables new
nz  and 

observation xn. These are mixtures of a set of scaling such as 
growing, shrinking or stationary sinusoid signals of data-
dependent frequencies [14]. Their characteristics of frequencies 
and amplitudes are completed defined by the eigenvalues of the 
transition matrix F.  
 
2.3 Eliminating phase shift effects  
 

 The frequencies mixing matrix Gh is calculated in the 
second step. From here, the contribution of each frequency 
mixture in the resulting observation sequences is found. This 
means that each row of Gh represents the characteristic of each 
sequence in the domain of the frequency combinations and thus, 
it can be used to cluster sequences. However, the frequency 
mixing matrix fails to group similar sequences with phase shifts 
or time shifts because it not only describes the strength of each 
eigen dynamic but also encodes the required phases for 
different sequences.  

To eliminate the phase/lag effect by taking the magnitude 
of the frequency mixing matrix Gh, the same column for the 
conjugate column of Gh is obtained. By omitting these 
duplicated columns, we obtain the frequency magnitude matrix 
Gm, which tells how strongly each frequency combination base 
participates in the observation time sequences and also solves 
the lag challenge. [14].  
 
2.4 Obtaining interpreted features 
 

In order to obtain the interpreted features for each 
sequence, we apply the dimension reduction approach with 

SVD on the frequency magnitude matrix, T
kkkm VSUG ⋅⋅≈

~
, 

where mG~ is the column centered from mG~ , Uk and Vk are 
orthogonal matrices with k columns, and Sk is a diagonal 
matrix. The interpretability of the prominent features can be 
obtained as kk SU ⋅ .   

 
 

3. DATASET ACQUISITION  
 

We conducted experiments on four different real datasets 
of multiple applications of time series as described below. 
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The first dataset is Cylinder-Bell-Funnel (CBF). This is 
the publicly available at the UCR time series data mining 
archive: http://www.cs.ucr.edu/ [25]. CBF has three clusters of 
time series: Cylinder (C), Bell (B) and Funnel (F). 

The second dataset was derived from a science application 
[26]. The temperature dataset is clustered, which is a collection 
of time series of the daily temperature in the year 2000 at 
various places in Florida, Tennessee, and Cuba[27]. The dataset 
includes temperature recordings from 9 locations in Tennessee, 
4 locations in northern Florida, 8 locations in southern Florida, 
and 8 locations in Cuba. Based on geographical proximity and 
similarity in temperature, the time series from Tennessee and 
northern Florida form the first group, and those from southern 
Florida and Cuba form the second group.  

The two remaining datasets are derived from socio-
economics and business applications, such as the population 
dataset and personal income data. The population dataset 
contains a collection of 20 time series representing the 
population estimates from 1900-1999 in 20 states of the USA 
http://eire.census.gov/popest-/archives/state/ststts.php [8]. 
Eleven time series in the first group have an exponentially 
increasing trend, and the remaining time series in the second 
group have a stabilizing trend. The personal income dataset is a 
collection of time series representing the per capita personal 
income from 1929-1999 in 25 states of the USA 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/spi/ [5]. The 25 states are 
divided into groups based on their personal income growth rate 
in which the east coast states form the first group with a high 
growth rate and the mid-west states form the second group with 
a low growth rate. 
 
 

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 
 

To verify the successful identification of a few vital 
features, the clustering quality and scalability of the proposed 
method are considered. In particular, a comparative study was 
performed to assess the effectiveness of the proposed method 
against conventional feature extraction approaches such as 
PCA, DFT, and original Kalman Filter. In the experiment, we 
use the first two coefficients and clustered them by k-means 
algorithm with Euclidean distance. To evaluate the quality of 
the clustering results, we used the Cluster Similarity Measure 
(CSM) since we know the ground truth labels of each sequence. 
The formula equations can be defined as follows, 

 

),(max1),(
1

1 ji

M

Mj
PASim

C
PACSM ∑ ≤≤

=           (10) 

ji

ji
ji PA

PA
PASim

+

∩
=

2
),(                       (11) 

 
where CAAAA ,...,, 21=  is the actual cluster which is 
considered as a ground truth from the supervised data, while, 

CPPPP ,...,, 21=  is a predicted cluster which obtained from a 

clustering method.   iA  is the number of series in cluster 

iA . jP   is the number of time series in cluster jP . The 

similarity between clustering evaluation criteria has values 
ranging from 0 to 1, where 1 corresponds to the case when A 
and P are identical. This means that as the P criteria value 
obtained increase, the more similarity between A and P is 
achieved [23]. Note that this similarity measure is asymmetric. 

The proposed method exploits deeper hidden patterns that 
can successfully capture correlation and temporal dynamics. It 
provides the group of distinct frequency mixtures that helps to 
manage the presence of the time shift effect with small shifts in 
frequency. These frequencies mixture groups represent good 
resulting features that lead to good clustering as well as 
visualization. 

In order to assess the effectiveness of the proposed 
algorithm, the first contribution of the study is examined to 
show how much extracted features contributes to time series 
recognition. To do this, the first extracted feature of the CBF 
dataset is visualized as a specific example. In addition, 
comparisons are carried out to evaluate how much qualitative 
the extracted features of the proposed method compare with the 
original Kalman Filter, DFT and PCA. The visualization is 
shown in Figure 1. Among the color maps of Figure 1, the color 
map of the proposed method shows the different characteristics 
between the three clusters of the CBF dataset, such as Cylinder, 
Bell and Funnel. In each color map of the figure, the rows 
represent the number of time series of the dataset and the 
column performs the first features extracted from each method. 
As can be seen in Fig. 1, only the proposed method illustrates 
clearly the characteristics of the three clusters. On the other 
hand, the three remaining methods do not show meaningful 
interpreted features. 

The second contribution of the proposed method 
represents the performance of clustering results on different 
multi-dimensional time series based on several extracted 
features. The clustering accuracy of all approaches are recorded 
in Table 1. Table 1 clearly shows that the proposed method for 
feature extraction gives the best accurate clustering for the 
particular application of a time series dataset with the highest 
clustering with similar measurement obtained, 0.7969, 0.8824, 
1.00 and 0.7778 on CBF, Income, Temperature (Temp) and 
Population (Popul), respectively. Specifically, compared with 
the previously used main stream feature extraction methods, in 
the experiment of the CBF dataset, the proposed method on 
four dataset demonstrates a significant performance, which 
shows nearly 20%, 23% and 16.33% improvement clustering 
compared to the original Kalman Filter, DFT and PCA, 
respectively. Similarly, in the Income dataset, the clustering 
performance improvement is 20%, 20% and 17% more than of 
the Kalman Filter, DFT and PCA, respectively. On population 
dataset, the performance improvement is 18%, 26% and 26% 
greater than that of the Kalman Filter, DFT and PCA. The 
temperature time series dataset performs distinctively 
characteristics between two clusters; the proposed method  

 
(PPM), the DFT and PCA therefore perform successful 
recognition.   
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Table 1: Comparison of evaluation clustering criteria obtained 
from CSM of Proposed Method (PPM) for the three remaining 
approaches 
 CBF Income Temp Popul 
PPM 0.7967 0.8824 1.000 0.7778 
KF 0.6367 0.7022 0.800 0.6364 
DFT 0.6100 0.7022 1.000 0.5758 
PCA 0.6667 0.7316 1.000 0.5758 

 
The execution time aspect is considered as the last 

contribution of the proposed method, shown in Fig. 2. It can be 
observed that the computational complexity is linear scale-up 
over the duration of the time series. On the other hand, the 
computation time of the proposed algorithm is scalable with 
linear complexity on the time duration T of sequences. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Scalability of Execution Time 

 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

In summary, the paper presented an improved Linear 
Dynamical System by exploiting two distinct characteristics 
such as dynamics and correlation in time series for feature 
extraction. The proposed approach leads to a good set of 
extracted features which enables to improve time series 

recognition compared with previous algorithms. Although, the 
paper demonstrated multi applications in time series domain, in 
the future work, we will extend on the theme of large time 
series recognition with the goal of developing time 
consumption and explore recognition accuracy. In addition, 
more challenges in time series mining will be investigated such 
as compression, forecasting, imputation, visualization and 
segmentation. 
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